
DMP’S 1100 SERIES WIRELESS 
OFFERS INCREASED SECURITY 
AND EASIER UPGRADES

DMP Two-Way Wireless 
communication employs 900 
MHz frequency-hopping spread-
spectrum to ensure clear and 
accurate signal transmissions 
without interference in 
practically any environment. The 
1100T/1100TF  Wireless Translators 
offers Survey LED capability and 
communicates directly with 
the 1100 Receiver, allowing one 
person to confirm the translator 
communication with the receiver 
and panel. 

An elegant way to upgrade 
one-way wireless transmitters.
— 
Give your customers DMP quality and spend less 
time and money doing it! DMP offers the 1100T 
Wireless Translator, as well as the 1100TF Wireless 
Translator with a 24-hour standby battery backup 
for commercial and residential fire applications. 
Both models are designed to translate various 
one-way, low-frequency wireless transmitters. 
Specifically: 

 ▶ Honeywell 5800 — 345 MHz
 ▶ 2GIG Series — 345 MHz 
 ▶ Interlogix — 319.5 MHz 
 ▶ DSC — 433 MHz

With either device, you can easily take over any 
one of these systems and upgrade them to DMP 
panels, receivers and software management 
tools, all while reducing new account costs and 
improving your customers’ experience. 

The 1100T  
Wireless Translator
BY



WHAT DOES THIS MEAN TO YOU?
Installations are easy and profitable. The 1100T/1100TF are 

designed to learn in zones to accommodate the panel’s 

maximum number of supported sensors. Depending on the 

panel, one translator can learn in:

 ▶ 32-48 zones with XT panels

 ▶ 99 zones with XTL panels 

 ▶ 100 zones with XR150 panels

 ▶ 128 zones with XR550 panels

With one translator, you can continue to use the working 

transmitters and sensors to send events, supervision and low 

battery messages to the panel. Keeping existing transmitters 

and sensors in place allows you to save your customers 

money and reduce their level of interruptions with quicker 

installations. Plus, you’ll also have the opportunity to give 

users the smart home features they love with automated 

actions, integrated cameras and video doorbell, all with 

Virtual Keypad™. The 1100T/1100TF allow you to give your 

customers DMP quality plus online and app convenience and 

functionality without increasing installation costs. 

DMP’s Two-Way supervised wireless technology delivers 

unparalleled flexibility and simplicity while processing every 

system message efficiently. Whether the installation is an 

upgrade or retrofit, DMP wireless communication gets the 

job done faster with less effort. 
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1100T/1100TF ARE THE 
ULTIMATE TAKEOVER AND 
UPGRADE TOOLS 

 ▸ Wireless compatibility with XT, 
XTL or XR Series panels and all 
1100 Series wireless receivers 

 ▸ Easily update systems with one-
way wireless transmitters without 
replacing wireless devices 

 ▸ Keep system takeover cost down 
and stop wasting technicians’ 
time

 ▸ Receive supervision and low-
battery messages directly to DMP 
panels

 ▸ Gives customers proven 
reliability of DMP’s Two-Way 
Wireless when DMP transmitters 
are added to the system

 ▸ The 1100TF is UL listed for 
commercial and residential fire 
installations in accordance with 
NFPA 70 and NFPA 72

When you have the chance to take 
over other wireless alarm systems, 
the 1100T allow you to save your 
customers money and reduce 
their level of interruptions with 
quicker installations. 


